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	Welcome to the C programming language and to C How to Program, Eighth Edition! This

	book presents leading-edge computing technologies for college students, instructors and

	software-development professionals.
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Carbon-Carbon Materials and CompositesWilliam Andrew Publishing, 1994


	Carbon-carbon composites, which have been used extensively for missile

	applications, were a part of NASA's Apollo spacecraft heat shield system. The

	development of carbon-carbon materials began in 1958 and was nurtured under

	the U.S. Air Force space plane program, Dyna-Soar, and by numerous thermal

	protection systems...
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Immunochemical Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	Immunochemical techniques have been in use for many years with early examples of bacterial strain typing dating back to the 1940s. The basis for the science is the exquisite elegance of the mammalian immune system with its ability to recognize foreign proteins and to manufacture antibody m- ecules that strongly bind to the substances that...
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Microsoft  Office Excel  2007 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn everything you need to know for working with Microsoft  Office Excel 2007--from the inside out! This book packs hundreds of  time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using  Office Excel 2007--all in concise, fast-answer format. Whether you are  upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, you'll be able to dig in to the...
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InfoSec Career Hacking : Sell Your Skillz, Not Your SoulSyngress Publishing, 2005
A Technical Guide to Landing (and Keeping) a Job in the Information Security Field

Do you analyze every packet that crosses...
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Medical Response to Terrorism: Preparedness and Clinical PracticeLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
Even two decades ago, few would have imagined that terrorism would be planned and carried out on such an enormous scale as it is today. Terrorist attacks rely on horror and surprise, invoking different times, places, victims, and methods. Their purpose is to cause widespread confusion, fear, injury, and death. They disrupt security,...
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Taking your iPod touch to the Max, iOS 5 EditionApress, 2011

	Since 2001, the iPod has changed the way we listen to our music. It has allowed us to carry virtually our entire music collection around with us in a beautiful little package, and thanks to its unique scroll wheel, it has made that beautiful little package easy to navigate. Each year the iPod has evolved, getting physically smaller while its...
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